
Tara Street Station, Dublin 

The limited space available drove a single 
core solution which required complex fire 
engineering and escape strategies to be 
developed to meet the requirements of the 
local authority and the Dublin Fire Brigade.

The air rights development must proceed to 
provide much needed improvements to the 
station, and construction must take place with 
minimal disruption to station operations.  

The commercial development will deliver 
70,000 sq m of the highest quality office 
accommodation in the City and will meet one 
of the largest floor plates to the market that 
the centre has to offer.  It will be accessed 
from street level via a lift lobby adjacent to the 
station concourse.

The challenges of delivering a fully refurbished 
concourse and the air rights above whilst 
keeping the station operational have been 
considerable.

Following a pre-Christmas closure for 
emergency engineering works, which was 
disastrously received by the public and press, 
a phased approach was needed, and a robust 
business case for doing so as developer costs 
could not be increased.

Working with long term construction partners, 
we hosted a risk analysis workshop to identify 
key construction risks that could be eliminated 
in the design.  Those left required mitigation, 
for example, the limited space available drove 
a single core solution that required complex 
fire engineering and escape strategies to be 
developed to meet the requirements of the 
local authority and the Dublin Fire Brigade.

Tara Street is the busiest station in central Dublin serving over 25,000 
passengers at peak times. In order to fund the redevelopment and expansion 
of the concourse and passenger facilities, Austin-Smith:Lord worked closely 
with Irish Rail Architects, Iarnròd Éireann, AECOM and commercial advisors 
Lisneys to develop a concept design, by Adamsons Associates, for a 14 storey 
office tower over the station with views to the River Liffey.
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A 28 phase animated model was used to 
prove the scheme is deliverable based on 
analysis of passenger movement and comfort 
levels.  Pedestrian modelling and evacuation 
plans developed with the Fire Brigade were 
unintentionally tested during a fire on a train 
that required full evacuation.  This gave all 
parties the confidence that the model was 
robust and the assumptions accurate.

Our work was completed on time and within 
budget, enabling the client to secure planning 
permission in October 2009. 


